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Abstract

Hydride forming materials, i.e., binary, complex hydrides, and their mixtures,
have been extensively investigated owing to their potential hydrogen storage prop-
erties. They possess high volumetric hydrogen capacity and relative high gravimet-
ric hydrogen capacity. However, one of the main constraints for their practical
application is their slow kinetic behavior. For this reason, enormous effort has been
devoted to improve the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation rates. Several strate-
gies have been developed for the enhancement of the kinetic behavior of the most
relevant hydride forming materials such as MgH2, MBH4 (M = Li, Ca, Mg, Na, K),
MNH2 (M = Li and Mg), MBH4 + ‘MH2 (M = Li, Ca, Mg; ‘M = Li, Mg, Ca), and
MNH2 + ‘MH2 (M = Li, Mg; ‘M = Li). Tuning the kinetic behavior of these hydride
forming materials involves different approaches and their combinations. The most
relevant approaches are: (1) improving the microstructural refinement via
mechanical milling, (2) doping with transition metal and transition metal com-
pounds, (3) forming in situ catalyst, and (4) nanoconfining doped hydride forming
materials. Herein, basic concepts about the chemical reaction for the hydride com-
pound formation/decomposition, thermodynamics, kinetics, and applied strategies
to enhance the kinetic behavior of hydride compounds and systems are compre-
hensively described and discussed.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Hydrogen as the future renewable energy vector

In the last two centuries, the energy supply has been based on fossil fuels
(natural gas, liquid fuels, and coal). This strong dependence of our modern society
on fossil fuels has economic- and geo-political consequences and causes detrimental
environmental footprints. Figure 1A shows the world fossil fuel demand-supply
trend from the 1990s until 2017. In 2017, the world fossil fuel demand (97.8 barrel
per day) is over the supply (97.4 barrel per day) [1]. For these reasons, in the last
decades, many efforts have been put for the development and research of energy
renewable sources. The market of the renewable energies achieved a new global
record in 2015 with $285 billion investment on this technology, exceeding the
previous record of $278 billion on 2011 [2]. The use of renewable energy has many
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potential benefits, including a reduction in CO2 emissions, the diversification of
energy vectors, and a reduced dependency on fossil fuel markets. In this regard,
hydrogen (H2) is considered as a potential energy vector because it is abundant and
its combustion generates a large amount of energy and water: H2 + ½ O2 ! H2O +
Energy. Figure 1B shows that H2 exhibits far higher gravimetric energy density
than other traditional fossil fuels: 33.3 kWh/kg for H2, 13.9 kWh/kg for natural gas,
and 12.4 kWh/kg for liquid hydrocarbons [3–6]. Furthermore, H2 can be directly
produced from clean sources such as, for instance, from electrolysis of water or
from biomass with light from the sun and biological micro-organism. These renew-
able methods for hydrogen production can avoid the coal reforming, though this
technology is under development and it is not available on industrial scale yet [7].

Nowadays, H2 is used as feedstock in the petrochemical and fertilizers indus-
tries. There are restricted technological applications of H2 as for example in portable
devices like mobile phones, computers, and even some hydrogen driven cars. In
spite of all the advantages of H2 to be considered as the new energy carrier and the
evolution of the hydrogen technology showing some technological applications,
there are some major issues to be solved before introducing the “hydrogen technol-
ogy” into the massive market [8]. The hydrogen technology is still under early
research and development phase, the current costs of this new technology and the
lack of established infrastructure are the main constraints [9–11]. Among the tech-
nological problems for the implementation of the “hydrogen economy,” one of the
main bottleneck is the lack of safe, compact, energetic-, and cost-efficient hydrogen
storage system, especially for mobile applications such as means of transports
[12, 13].

On one hand, H2 has the highest gravimetric energy density in comparison with
the traditional fossil fuels, Figure 1B. On the other hand, H2 has extremely low
density at room temperature (0.089 g/dm3 under 1 bar), hence its volumetric

Figure 1.
(A) Evolution of the world demand and supply of fossil fuels in millions of barrels per day (includes all kinds of
fossil fuels) [1] and (B) Gravimetric energy density for pure: hydrogen, liquid hydrocarbons, natural gas and
coal [3].
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energy density is extremely low (0.003 kWh/dm3). Figure 2A shows that the
volumetric energy density of H2 is notably lower than the traditional fossil fuels
(0.008 kWh/dm3 for natural gas, 10.5 kWh/dm3 for liquid hydrocarbons, and
35 kWh/dm3 for processed coal). Figure 2B shows the volumetric storage density
for different traditional and hydrogen storage systems. As seen, there is a huge gap
between the volumetric energy density of the light and cheap tank system for liquid
hydrocarbons such as gasoline and the volumetric energy density of hydrogen
storage systems.

Liquefaction and compression are the traditional physical methods to store
hydrogen. Nowadays, available liquid hydrogen storage systems can achieve energy
densities of 1.2 kWh/dm3. However, cryogenic hydrogen storage systems work at
�253°C (liquefied hydrogen temperature) and this requires 20–30% of its energy
content. Moreover, hydrogen losses because of evaporation are between 0.3 and
3% per day. On the contrary, gas storage systems can confine hydrogen for long
periods without losses. The gas hydrogen vessels need similar technology and
infrastructure to that of the established compressed natural gas tanks. Reinforced
gas hydrogen containers for 350 and 700 bar of pressure are commercially available.
These gas storage systems can achieve volumetric energy densities up to 0.9
kWh/dm3, but about 15% of the fuel energy content is required for compression.
Solid storage systems in hydride compounds are so far tested on small and middle
scale in laboratories. As an example, a tested solid storage system has lower volu-
metric energy density (0.8 kWh/dm3) than the traditional physical storage systems
[14]. However, solid storage systems work at milder temperature and pressure
conditions than the physical storage systems, i.e., in the range of temperatures
between 25 and 400°C and under pressure in the range of 10–100 bar of H2,
depending on the hydride material. This means that extreme cryogenic temperature
of �253°C or extreme high pressure of 700 bar is not necessary. It brings two main
advantages from the safety and energy point of view: (1) mechanical properties of
the vessel’s material are not demanding as for gas storage containers, (2) energy
losses because of hydrogen liquefaction, compression, or boil-off are avoided.
Nonetheless, the volumetric energy density of the solid storage hydrogen system is
still low, particularly comparing with the gasoline storage system. Moreover, there
are critical topics like materials’ properties (hydride material), charging and
discharging conditions of the systems (pressure, time, and heat transfer), charging

Figure 2.
(A) Volumetric energy density for pure: hydrogen, liquid hydrocarbons, natural gas, and coal [3].
(B) Volumetric energy density for storage systems [14].
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cycles, and cost that are still matter of intensive research. Improving mainly the
properties of the hydride forming material and optimizing the weight and operative
conditions of the solid hydrogen storage system is challenging. However, there are
several promising materials under research and development, and besides
unexplored system configurations, which can lead to an efficient and safe hydrogen
storage system for the future hydrogen economy.

2. Hydride compounds: basics on the chemical reaction and
thermodynamics

The solid storage system is based on hydride forming materials, i.e., the system
consists basically in a vessel filled with the hydride forming material. Of course, the
complexity of the storage system including pipes, heat transfer system, and control
instrumentations is in this simplified description neglected. In this section, it is
presented basic concepts regarding the chemical reaction for the hydride formation
and its thermodynamics.

2.1 Reversible gas: solid chemical reaction

Hydrogen interacts with a large number of elements and materials for the
formation of hydride compounds. Hydride forming materials can be classified as:
metals (alkaline, alkaline earth, transition, and rare earth), intermetallic (Mg2Ni,
LaNi5, etc.), non-intermetallic (Mg-Fe, Mg-Co, etc.), and the combination of boron
(B), aluminum (Al), or nitrogen (N) with alkaline or alkaline earth metals. Fur-
thermore, a general classification considering the main feature of different hydride
compounds is shown in Table 1. There are two main groups of hydride: the room
temperature hydrides where hydrogen is located in the interstices of the metal’s
lattice, without forming a strong metal-hydrogen bond. This kind of hydride works
at low temperatures, i.e., 20–50°C, and under low and high pressures, depending on
the type of alloy. For instance, LaNi5 alloy works at low pressure, between 10 and 50
bar, while TiCrMo alloy uptake hydrogen under high pressures, over 100 bar. The
main constraint of the room temperature hydride compounds is the low gravimetric
hydrogen storage capacities ranging from 1 to 3 wt.% H2, though they do have
considerable hydrogen volumetric capacity of about 100 kg/m3. The other catego-
ries are binary and complex hydrides, where hydrogen is chemically bound. They
work in a broad range of temperatures and pressures, but the most common ranges
are temperatures over 100°C and pressures from 10 to 200 bar. There are some
exceptions such as non-stable hydride compounds at room temperature, as for
example Ti(BH4)3, Fe(BH4)2, Ni(AlH4)2, among others. Moreover, several binary
and complex hydrides are not even reversible [15–20]. These hydrides show large
gravimetric hydrogen storage capacities ranging from 4 to about 20 wt.% H2 and
also considerable volumetric hydrogen capacity from 100 to 150 kg/m3.

The chemical reaction for the hydride formation can be described as a reversible
gas-solid reaction. For the sake of clarity, the most simple reaction between a solid
metal (M(s)) and gas hydrogen (H2(g)) is herein explained. At certain temperature
(T) and under certain pressure (P), M(s) reacts with H2(g) to form a hydride com-
pound (MHx(s)) according to reaction (1):

M sð Þ þ X=2ð ÞH2 gð Þ ⇆MHx sð Þ þHeat T;Pð Þ (1)

Reaction (1) shows the overall process for the reversible formation of a hydride
compound without any detail about reaction intermediates. As seen, the hydride
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compound formation is exothermic, while its decomposition is endothermic. More-
over, the formation and decomposition of a hydride compound occur under certain
T and P conditions, which depend on the kind of M(s) and the resulting hydride
compound. Thus, these T and P conditions are determined by the thermodynamics
and kinetics of the metal-hydrogen (M-H2) system.

2.2 Thermodynamics

Thermodynamic properties for the M-H2 systems are usually characterized by
measuring pressure-composition-isotherms (PCIs). Figure 3A shows ideal PCIs
(without slope and hysteresis), where the x-axis is the hydrogen concentration (CH)
expressed as the ratio between atomic hydrogen and metal (H/M), and y-axis is the
hydrogen pressure (pH2). The procedure to measure a PCI consist in introducing
the hydride forming metal or material in a sealed vessel connected to hydrogen
supply and increase steeply the hydrogen pressure at a constant temperature. There
are different steps involved during the hydrogen absorption process in a metal
under equilibrium conditions. For example, taking the PCI at T2 (Figure 3A), a
detailed description of the process during PCI characterization can be done as
follows [4, 21]:

Table 1.
General classification of hydride compounds and their main characteristics [15–20].
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1. At the beginning of the process, molecular hydrogen (H2) near the metal’s
surface suffers van der Waals interactions. This H2-M interaction process is
called physisorption.

2.Molecular H2 dissociates on the metal’s surface (H2 ! H + H) and forms a M-H
bond. This process is called chemisorption and the required energy for it
depends on the elements on the metal’s surface.

3.Chemisorbed H diffuses to the interstitial site of the metal’s lattice and
exothermically dissolves to form a solid solution (α phase). This process occurs
in the low hydrogen concentration zone (H/M < 0.1), as shown in Figure 3A
—point (a) and is described by reaction (2):

M sð Þ þ Y=2ð Þ H2 gð Þ ⇆MHY sð Þ α phaseð Þ (2)

4.Increasing the hydrogen pressure, the solid solution (α phase) reaches a
hydrogen saturation concentration at H/M = 0.1. From this hydrogen
concentration, the hydride phase (β phase) starts to form as shown in
Figure 3A—point (b). Significant expansions of the metal’s lattice causes
strong H–H interactions which result in the nucleation and then further growth
of the hydride phase. In an ideal case, the overall process of formation of the
hydride phase occurs under constant pressure and is called plateau region in
the PCI curve, Figure 3A—from point (b) to point (d). In this region, the solid
solution (α phase) and the hydride phase (β phase) co-exist in equilibrium
conditions, Figure 3A—point (c). The pressure associated to the plateau region
is called equilibrium pressure (Peq.). Reaction (3) describes the process:

MHY sð Þ α phaseð Þ þ X–Yð Þ=2½ � H2 gð Þ ⇆MHx sð Þ β phaseð Þ (3)

5. Once the formation of the hydride phase is finished, the hydrogen pressure
increases again, as shown in Figure 3A—from point (d). This phenomenon is
ascribed to the atomic hydrogen dissolution in the hydride phase.

Under experimental conditions, the equilibrium pressure during the “plateau
region” is not perfectly constant, as shown in Figure 3C. The sloppy plateau is
attributed to expansions of the lattice of the hydride and relaxations of the metallic
matrix, which causes a slight increase of the equilibrium pressure during the chemical
reaction of the hydride phase (β phase) formation. Furthermore, it is also observed in

Figure 3.
(A) Ideal PCIs for the description of the hydrogen absorption-desorption process through hydride compound
formation in equilibrium conditions. (B) van’t Hoff plot built from PCIs. (C) PCIs showing the real behavior
with slope and hysteresis.
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Figure 3C that the equilibrium pressure for the hydrogenation process is lower than
the equilibrium pressure for the dehydrogenation process. This phenomenon is called
hysteresis and it is ascribed to localized defects in the metallic lattice and inhomoge-
neity on the metal’s surface [21–23]. Therefore, different equilibrium pressures for
the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation processes are usually reported.

The dependence of the equilibrium pressure (Peq.) on the temperature (T) is
given by the van’t Hoff Eq. (4):

ln Peq ¼ ΔH
RT

� �
� ΔS

R

� �
, (4)

where ΔH and ΔS are the enthalpy and entropy changes for the chemical reac-
tion of the hydride phase formation, respectively, and R is the ideal gas constant.
Values for ΔH and ΔS can be obtained from the slope and intercept of the linear
correlation between the ln(Peq) and 1/T, as shown in Figure 3B. This linear corre-
lation is built from the equilibrium pressures determined by the PCI measurements
(pH2 during the plateau region—Figure 3A—from point (b) to point (d)) at each
temperature (T1, T2, etc.). ΔS indicates the entropy change for hydrogen, i.e., from
molecular gas hydrogen to hydrogen in the hydride phase. For metal-hydrogen
systems, the standard entropy change for hydrogen is 130 kJ/K mol, but it can have
a different value for other kind of hydride systems as for example for hydrides
composed of boron, aluminum, or nitrogen and alkaline or alkaline earth metals
[4, 21]. ΔH of the hydride compound or system characterizes the stability of the
metal-hydrogen bond (M–H) and it takes a negative value for the exothermic
hydrogenation and a positive value for the endothermic dehydrogenation. These
two thermodynamic parameters, i.e., ΔH and ΔS, are quite important for hydride
forming material design and hence for practical applications. They allow calculating
the temperature for the hydrogen release from hydride phase under atmospheric
pressure (�1 bar), which refers to the minimum temperature for the dehydrogena-
tion process without any kind of kinetic restriction. Additionally, the thermody-
namic properties of the hydride phase provide information about the range of
temperature and pressures at which the hydride system works. Table 2 shows the
experimental enthalpy, entropy values, and decomposition temperature under 1 bar

Hydride compound/
Hydride system

ΔH
[kJ/mol H2]

ΔS
[J/K mol H2]

Tdecomposition = ΔH/ΔS at
1bar [°C]

Ref.

LaNi5H6 31.8 110.0 16 [24]

MgH2 74 135 275 [25]

Mg2FeH6 80 137 311 [26]

LiBH4 74 115 370 [27]

(1)NaAIH4 42 124 66 [28]

LiNH2 45 n.a. - [29]

(2)2LiBH4+MgH2 40.5 81.3 255 [30]

Mg(NH2)2+2LiH 38.9 107(3) 90 [31]

(1) The values are reported as an average of the two steps reaction from NaH and Al to NaAlH4 [28].
(2) Values obtained from hydrogenation PCIs, assuming one reaction step [30].
(3) Entropy calculated from the reported van’t Hoff plot [31]. n.a. = not available.

Table 2.
Dehydrogenation thermodynamic parameters and decomposition temperature under 1 bar H2 for some hydride
compounds and systems.
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H2 for some hydride compounds and systems, which have been under intensive
research [24–31].

Table 2 clearly indicates that the use of some hydride compounds and systems for
solid-state hydrogen storage system working under mild temperature conditions is
thermodynamically feasible. Moreover, other cases such as Mg2FeH6 are more suit-
able for energy storage because of its large enthalpy value. All efforts toward the
design of hydride compounds, especially for mobile applications, have been focused
on reaching enthalpy values ranging between 40 and 50 kJ/mol H2, leading to an
operative temperature between 20 and 90°C. It seems that some materials such as
room temperature hydride fulfill these requirements, but the thermodynamic stabil-
ity is not the unique parameter that determines the practical application of the
hydride compound, since the capacity plays a major role. For this reason, high
gravimetric hydrogen capacities are required as well, and room temperature hydrides
do not meet this requirement at the time to work at low hydrogen pressure.

3. Fundamental concepts about hydrogenation-dehydrogenation
kinetics

Most of the hydride compounds and hydride systems cannot work at the tem-
perature predicted by the thermodynamics. This fact is related to kinetic con-
straints, leading to notable higher operative temperatures than that
thermodynamically feasible. For this reason, enhancing the kinetic behavior of
hydride compounds and hydride systems has been matter of intensive research. To
start with a comprehensive development about the strategies to improve the kinetic
behavior of the hydride compounds and systems, it is important to introduce
fundamental concepts and details about the experimental method used to under-
stand and to tailor the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation rates, respectively.

The kinetic behavior for the formation/decomposition of a hydride compound
gives information about the time required for the material to uptake/release hydro-
gen in non-equilibrium (dynamic) conditions. Figure 4 shows experimental kinetic
hydrogenation and dehydrogenation curves for Nb2O5-doped MgH2. These curves
show hydrogen concentration as a function of time. For the sake of clarity, all the
explanation and description is referred to a nominal metal hydride (MHx(s),
M = metal, H = hydrogen). The absorbed/desorbed hydrogen concentration is
expressed in terms of fraction (α), which is the ratio between the absorbed/
desorbed hydrogen concentration at each time during the process and the

Figure 4.
(A) Hydrogenation kinetic behavior and (B) dehydrogenation kinetic behavior for metal-hydrogen system.
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maximum absorbed/desorbed hydrogen concentration. Under dynamic conditions,
the hydrogenation reaction happens when the operative pressure (Pa) is over the
equilibrium pressure (Peq) of the hydride phase at the operative temperature (T),
Figure 4A. On the contrary, for dehydrogenation under dynamic conditions, the
operative pressure (Pd) has to be below the equilibrium pressure (Peq) of the
hydride phase at the operative temperature (T), Figure 4B. The procedure to
measure a kinetic curve for the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation consist in intro-
ducing the hydride forming metal or material in a sealed vessel connected to
hydrogen supply and suddenly increase/decrease the hydrogen pressure at a con-
stant temperature, respectively. After the sudden pressure increase/decrease, the
operative pressure is kept constant and higher/lower than the Peq for the hydroge-
nation/dehydrogenation dynamic processes, respectively. The measurement of the
kinetic curve runs until reaching saturation, i.e., α = 1.

In order to clarify the complexity of the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation pro-
cesses under dynamic conditions, the sequence of involving steps can be simply
described as follows:

3.1 Hydrogenation process

a.Physisorption: The hydrogen molecule approaches to the metal and interacts
with the metal’s surface through van der Waals forces.

b.Chemisorption: On the metal’s surface, the hydrogen molecules dissociate and
the atomic hydrogen forms chemical bonds with the metal.

c.Penetration through the α phase surface: Hydrogen atoms penetrate the
metal’s surface.

d.Hydrogenation: Formation of the β phase (hydride phase).

e.Diffusion through the β phase: Hydrogen atoms diffuse through the β phase
(hydride phase).

f. Nucleation and growth: The β phase (hydride phase) starts to nucleate and
grows with α/β interface movement.

The dehydrogenation process proceeds in the opposite way, as described
above. In Figure 5, the involved steps during the hydrogenation and dehydrogena-
tion processes in dynamic conditions are shown.

In the previous description (Figure 5), any fluid dynamic and heat transfer
restrictions associated to large amounts of material are not taken into account. For
instance, fluid dynamic restriction occurs when hydrogen can flow into the mate-
rial’s bed. For the case of the heat transfer restrictions, it is referred to the notable
temperature increase or decrease during the exothermic or endothermic hydroge-
nation or dehydrogenation reaction, respectively. The heat transfer through the
hydride bed is not efficient because the thermal conductivity of the hydride com-
pounds is rather low. For these reasons, the analysis on the kinetic behavior and
tailoring will be performed for a punctual mass of hydride bed without any fluid
dynamic and heat transfer restriction.

There are functional dependences of the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reac-
tion rates on the temperature, pressure, and morphology of the material. The rates
for gas-solid reactions, such as the ones occurring during the hydride formation and
decomposition, can be described by Eq. (5) [32, 33]:
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dα
dt

¼ K Tð Þ � F Pð Þ �G αð Þ, (5)

where the overall reaction rate, dα/dt (α = hydrogen fraction and t = time) is
function of the temperature, K(T), of the pressure, F(P), and of the intrinsic and
morphological changes of the material occurring during the hydrogenation/dehy-
drogenation process, G(α), which is function of the hydrogen fraction (α). As
shown by Eq. (5), the dependencies of the rate on the K(T), F(P), and G(α) can be
investigated independently by keeping two of them constant. In the following
sections, each dependence will be explained.

3.2 Dependence on the intrinsic and morphological changes of the
material G(α)

At constant temperature and pressure, the reaction rate depends on intrinsic
factors and morphological changes of the solid (defects, crystalline structure, size
and morphology of the particles, etc.), i.e., G(α) [34, 35]. Thus, Eq. (5) can be
expressed:

dα
dt

¼ k�G αð Þ (6)

k ¼ K Tð Þ � F Pð Þ, (7)

k is the kinetic constant and it contains the temperature and pressure depen-
dences as seen in Eq. (7). Reordering Eq. (6), it is possible to obtain an expression
for the evaluation of G(α):

g αð Þ ¼
ðα
0

dα
G αð Þ ¼ k� t, (8)

where g(α) is the integral form of the gas-solid kinetic models for the material’s
changes. The gas-solid kinetic models describe different physical phenomena. There
are four main sets of models: (1) nucleation and growth models, (2) geometrical

Figure 5.
Steps involved in the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation processes under dynamic conditions.
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contracting models, (3) diffusion models, and (4) autocatalytic models. In Table 3,
the integral form of the gas-solid kinetic models is described. There are more
gas-solid models, but it is not the aim to perform exhaustive description of them.

Among the steps involved in the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation processes
(Figure 5), it is usually found a slowest one, which limits the overall reaction rate of
the process. Thus, the slowest step is commonly called “rate-limiting step.” The
determination of the rate-limiting step depends on the kind of hydride and the
experimental conditions. Identifying the rate-limiting step requires the application
of gas-solid models shown in Table 3. The determination of the rate-limiting step is
carried out by measuring kinetic curves under constant temperature and pressure,
as the ones shown in Figure 4. Once, the hydrogen uptake and release against time
is expressed in terms of hydrogen fraction, α, the integral models can be applied to
build a graph of g(α) as function of time.

A first approach to study which process limits the hydrogenation/dehydrogena-
tion kinetic behavior is to find which model has the best linear fitting of the integral

Table 3.
Integral form of the gas-solid models [32, 33, 36].
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form, g(α), of the solid-state models against time. First, the hydrogen fraction range
considered for the fitting is usually from 0.1 to 0.9. On one hand, at the beginning of
the process the initial points involve a high degree of uncertainty, mainly for fast
rates in the range of seconds. On the other hand, the final stage of the process,
reaching the saturation of the material, does not play any role in the determination
of the rate-limiting step. As an example, Figure 6 exhibits g(α) generated from each
model, Table 3, as a function of time in the range of α between 0.10 and 0.90 for
the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation process shown in Figure 4. Then, a liner
fitting was performed in each curve.

As seen, the simple linear fitting of the integral form of the solid state-models
does not provide a clear clue about the rate-limiting step for the hydrogenation and
dehydrogenation rates. There are several models with suitable fitting goodness
(highlighted in bold). For these reason, it is possible to apply other procedure such
as the reduced time method proposed by Sharp and Jones [37, 38]. By applying this
method, a plot for the theoretical reduced time (t/t0.5)theoretical as a function of
the experimental reduced time (t/t0.5)experimental is built as shown in Figure 7.
The (t/t0.5)theoretical is obtained by expressing the equation of the integral form of
solid-state models in terms of the time at α = 0.5, i.e., t0.5. As an example, for the
case of the integral form of the solid-gas model JMA with n = 1, the (t/t0.5)theoret-
ical is obtained as follows:

�ln 1� αð Þ½ � ¼ k� t (9)

�ln 1� 0:5ð Þ½ � ¼ k� t0:5 (10)

The right term of Eq. (10) is equal to 0.69. Replacing 0.69 in Eq. (10) and
dividing (9) over (10), Eq. (11) provides the (t/t0.5)theoretical

�ln 1� αð Þ½ �
0:69

¼ t
t0:5

� �
theoretical

(11)

The (t/t0.5)experimental is directly obtained from the experimental results,
Figure 4, by dividing the time during the measurement (t) over the time at α = 0.5.
The rate-limiting step is determined by three parameters, i.e., the fitting goodness,
slope, and intercept of the linear fitting. This represents an advantage in compari-
son with the simple linear fitting of the integral form of the solid-state models, with
just the fitting goodness as one decision parameter. The best fitting obtained from

Figure 6.
Application and fitting of the integral form of the solid-state models (Table 3) to the hydrogenation/
dehydrogenation rates shown in Figure 4.
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the reduced time method is the one showing linear fitting goodness and slope equal
to 1 and intercept equal to 0.

Figure 7 shows that for the case of the hydrogenation rate the model JMA, n = 1,
Table 3, provides the best linear fitting (slope = 1, intercept = 0 and goodness ≈ 1).
For this reason, the overall reaction rate is limited by one-dimensional growth with
interface-controlled reaction rate. This rate-limiting step is related to the step (f)
described in Figure 5. For the dehydrogenation rate, the rate-limiting step is the
two-dimensional growth of contracting volume with constant interface rate (CA),
related to the step (a) shown in Figure 5.

In fact, the kinetic analysis based on the solid-state models should be also based
on additional experimental evidence obtained from the material science character-
izations for morphological and microstructural changes before and after and upon
hydrogenation and dehydrogenation kinetic processes.

3.3 Temperature dependence K(T)

Under constant pressure, the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions speed
up as the temperature increases and this temperature dependence is described by
the Arrhenius expression. The dependence of the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation
reaction rates on the temperature follows Eq. (12):

K Tð Þ ¼ A� exp �Ea=RTð Þ, (12)

where A is the pre-exponential factor or frequency factor and represents the
frequency of collisions between reactant molecules, Ea is the apparent activation
energy, which is the energy required to start the reaction, R is the gas constant, and
T is the absolute temperature.

The activation energy is a relevant kinetic parameter to evaluate the kinetic
performance of a hydride forming material. Isothermal and non-isothermal mea-
surements can be performed to obtain the activation energy. Two procedures are
commonly used. The first consists in performing isothermal measurements at dif-
ferent temperature and constant pressure, such as the ones shown in Figure 4.
Then, by the application of the gas-solid models, it is possible to calculate the kinetic
constant “k,” once identified the rate-limiting step as explained in Section 3.1. As
expressed in Eq. (7), k depends on K(T) and F(P). Considering isobaric measure-
ments, k is only function of K(T) following the Arrhenius expression:

k ¼ A� exp �Ea=RTð Þ, (13)

Figure 7.
Reduced time method: Plots (t/t0.5)theoretical vs. (t/t0.5)experimental and fitting for (A) hydrogenation
and (B) dehydrogenation rates.
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Applying natural logarithm to Eq. (13):

lnk ¼ lnAþ ln �Ea=RTð Þ (14)

Plotting lnk against 1/T, the slope of the linear fitting provides the Ea in kJ/mol
H2 and the intercept the frequency factor A, as seen in Figure 8A. The second
method involves non-isothermal measurements done via calorimetric methods such
as scanning differential calorimetry (DSC) and differential temperature analysis
(DTA) [39]. This method is the Kissinger one [40]. The method consists in deter-
mining temperature maxima (Tm) of the exothermal (hydrogenation)/
endothermal (dehydrogenation) events obtained from the DSC or DTA measure-
ments at different constant heating rate (ø). The change of Tm with ø is directly
related to the nature of the reaction.

At a constant heating rate (ø), constant pressure (F(P)) and considering k has an
Arrhenius dependence on the temperature, Eq. (13), Eq. (5) can be expressed:

dα
dt

¼ A
dt

� exp �Ea=RTð Þ �G αð Þ (15)

Assuming that the fraction at the peak maximum and G(α) are independent on
ø, reordering and applying natural logarithm to expression (15), it is possible to
write:

ln
∅
T2
m

" #
¼ � Ea

RTm
þ ln

AR
Ea

� �
þ C (16)

Figure 8B shows the DSC curves at different ø for a dehydrogenation process,
from which the peak maxima are selected. Then, a plot of the ln(ø/Tm2) against 1/T
is built and the Ea in kJ/mol H2 is obtained from the slope of the linear fitting, as
shown in Figure 8C.

Table 4 shows examples for experimental activation energy (Ea) values, reac-
tion mechanism, and rate-limiting steps for different materials. As seen, the lowest
Ea values are related to surface controlled process such as physisorption and chem-
isorption (Figure 5: Hydrogenation process—Steps a and b and Dehydrogenation
process—Steps d and e). On the contrary, bulk processes such as interface con-
trolled and diffusion processes present higher Ea values (Figure 5: Hydrogenation
process—Steps c, e, and f and Dehydrogenation process—Steps a and b). The

Figure 8.
Activation energy determination: (A) isothermal method, (B) DSC curves for the (C) non-isothermal method.
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interface and diffusion controlled processes are the most common ones for the
hydride compounds formation/decomposition [41–51].

It is important to point out that the isothermal method for Ea requires the
knowledge of the rate-limiting step, thus it depends on the solid-state model. On the
contrary, the non-isothermal method is independent on the solid-state model,
which represents an advantage over the first method. However, for the kinetic
modeling of the reaction rates, as indicated by Eq. (5), the determination of G(α) is
demanding. For this reason, at the time proceed with kinetic modeling, or just
determine Ea via measurements of the hydrogenation or dehydrogenation rates at
isothermal conditions, it is necessary to work far away from the equilibrium pres-
sures to avoid the effects of the driving force, i.e., the F(P). In fact, rightly speaking,
the K(T) must be corrected by the effects of the driving force by determining F(P),
since the Ea values obtained after the correction are different from the one without;
as an example we can mention the works published by Fenández et al. [51] and
Jepsen et al. [52]. In the next subsection, then, the F(P) dependency is described.

Table 4.
Activation energies, reaction mechanisms, and rate-limiting steps.
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3.4 Pressure dependence F(P)

At constant temperature, the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions show a
dependence on a functional relationship between the operative pressure (P) and the
equilibrium pressure (Peq) for both hydrogenation and dehydrogenation processes.
This dependence is called F(P). Table 5 describes the most relevant F(P) applied to
different materials and their physical meaning. These functions were obtained from
experimental investigations and proposed in pioneering works about the kinetic

Table 5.
Pressure dependencies, their physical mining, and rate-limiting step.
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behavior of hydride compounds [41–47, 50, 51, 53–55]. Moreover, the shown F(P)
were also applied to characterize the kinetic behavior and to model the reaction
rates of different hydride compounds and hydride systems; exemplary for NaAlH4

complex hydride with Ti-based catalyst [56, 57]. As seen, the developed F(P)
depends on the hydride forming material and each F(P) is associated to different
rate-limiting step and physical meaning. It is important to mention that the exper-
imental conditions also play a major role for the pressure dependence, thus it is
possible to find works in which the same material was investigated, but the pressure
dependences are different, and this fact is mainly related to different experimental
setups.

In this section, all the basics concepts for the right understanding of the kinetic
behavior of the hydride compounds and dependencies of the hydrogenation/dehy-
drogenation reaction rates were exposed. Now, it is possible to describe the main
strategies applied to improve the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation rates for some
hydride compounds and hydride systems under extensive research.

4. Strategies to tailor the kinetic behavior of hydride compounds
and systems

Investigations on the kinetic tailoring to improve the hydrogen storage proper-
ties of hydride compounds and hydride systems involve knowledge about the ther-
modynamic behavior and kinetic behavior of the hydride system. First, equilibrium
pressures at different temperatures are needed to plan the experimental pressure
and temperature for the characterization of the kinetic behavior. Second, some
knowledge about the mechanism(s) that constraint the overall reaction rates is also
required. For this reason, it is important to know or at least have clues about
possible rate-limiting steps for the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation processes, as
well as the influence of the temperature and pressure dependences on the reaction
rates. In this regard, knowledge about K(T) allows quantifying in terms of Ea the
effects of a tailoring strategy. In this line, knowledge of F(P) dependence is usually
necessary to properly determine K(T). All these understanding about the thermo-
dynamics and kinetics of the hydride compound or system matter of investigation
enormously contribute to seek the best strategy to improve it hydrogenation/dehy-
drogenation reaction rates. Of course, there are several opportunities in which
kinetic improvements for a hydride compound or system are proposed based just on
a simple experimental procedure; without any previous systematic study about the
thermodynamics and kinetics. This approach is also possible, but it leads to a
superficial knowledge about the actual kinetic improvement and to a poor under-
standing of the behavior of the hydride compound or system.

The most relevant approaches to enhance the kinetic behavior of hydride com-
pounds and systems are: (1) improving the microstructural refinement via
mechanical milling, (2) doping with transition metal and transition metal com-
pounds, (3) forming in situ catalyst, and (4) nanoconfinement. In this section, the
concepts of these strategies are explained and examples for their practical applica-
tion to hydride compounds and systems are also described [58–96].

In general, two or three of these strategies are applied together, as for example
mechanical milling, transition metal, or transition metal compound addition and in
situ catalyst formation or nanoconfinement and transition metal or compound
addition, etc. However, it is possible to put emphasis on the each strategy in order to
understand what the specific effects are on the hydride forming, regardless the
combined application of them.
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4.1 Mechanical milling

The mechanical milling process is a powder processing method. This processing
technique allows producing homogeneous materials starting from powder mixtures
[58]. Moreover, the mechanical milling causes particle and grain size reduction
(microstructural refinement). Furthermore, mechanical milling is also applied for
the synthesis of hydrides, i.e., mechanochemical synthesis [59]. This process can be
carried out at laboratory scale and at industrial scale. Herein, the laboratory scale
milling process of hydride compounds and systems are discussed. In general, the
milling process for improving the microstructural characteristics of hydrides is
performed with amounts of material ranging between 1 and 20 g. The milling
vessels are usually made of stainless steel and with a volume between 50 and
250 cm3. As grinding medium stainless steel balls are used. There are several labo-
ratory milling devices that can be classified by the injected shock power per unit
mass of grinding medium (Pg), which is a parameter that determines the reached
microstructural refinement of a material (powder) subjected to milling procedure.
Indeed, the reached degree of microstructural refinements also depends on the
milling time and the numbers of ball (grinding medium), which are parameters that
can be changed at the time to perform the milling process. Among the most com-
monly utilized mill devices for hydride compounds and system preparation at
laboratory scale, it is possible to mention: (1) Magneto Uni-ball mill device (low
energy, Pg: 0.0003–0.002W/g), (2) Planetary Fritsch-P6 (middle energy, Pg: 0.01–
0.22 W/g), and Vibratory Spex 8000 M mill device (high energy, Pg < 0.24 W/g)
[60, 61]. Owing to the pyrophoric nature of the hydride compounds and their
easiness to get hydrolyzed and/or oxidized, the milling process is done under inert
atmosphere or hydrogen atmosphere in the case of mechanochemical synthesis. The
effects of mechanical milling on the material are: (1) creation of grain boundaries
and defects, (2) higher degree of microstructural refinement, and (3) intimate
mixture of powders. In this regard, the first two effects improve the activation
process of the material for the initial hydrogen absorption and the hydrogenation/
dehydrogenation kinetic processes due to the enhancement of hydrogen diffusion
through new pathways and shorter distances. Grain boundaries and defects are
created by the mechanical energy provided during the milling process. More grain
boundaries provide larger surface area and shorter diffusion distance for hydrogen,
while the presence of defects acts as channels for hydrogen diffusion. Both effects
ease the contact between hydrogen and fresh hydride forming material, enhancing
the kinetic behavior. The third effect contributes to the homogeneous distribution
and intermixture of the main components of the material and an additive. More-
over, the milling process can promote interactions between the main components
and the additive, leading to the formation of other species with favorable effects on
the kinetic behavior. This effect will be addressed in a following section. Figure 9
shows the effects of mechanical milling under hydrogen (0.5 bar) atmosphere for
150 h on a mixture of Mg + 10 wt.%Fe in a Magneto Uni-ball mill device. As seen in
the SEM photos (Scanning Electron Microscopy), the particle sizes are notably
reduced and the surface has porous characteristic in comparison to the starting
material. These results account for the mechanical effects of the milling process as
well as the fragilization of Mg (ductile material) because of the in situ formation of
MgH2 (brittle material) under H2 atmosphere. The effects of milling on Mg + 10 wt.
%Fe markedly improve its kinetic behavior by reducing the diffusion pathways for
the hydrogen absorption [62].

In 1997, Zaluska et al. [63] reported a pioneering work about the properties of
different as-milled hydride forming materials such as Mg, Mg2Ni, FeTi, and LaNi5.
It was found that the materials after milling presented a nanocrystalline nature,
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causing notable improvements in the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetic
behavior. These effects are also noticed in complex hydrides and hydride system
[64]. Despite the beneficial effects of milling, there are also some disadvantages. In
the case of room temperature hydrides, the effects of milling are not always bene-
ficial. For example, it was also reported that FeTi alloys undergo hydrogen capacity
loss after milling process. This is due to the creation of amorphous regions induced
by the mechanical deformation and it is not possible to store hydrogen interstitially
in the amorphous regions [65]. Furthermore, taking into account that the milling
vessel and grinding medium are usually made of stainless steel, Fe contamination is
also a concern, particularly at the time to perform the milling process in a high-
energy mill device. For instance, as demonstrated by Puszkiel et al., the presence of
Fe for the 2LiBH4 + MgH2 hydride system causes detrimental effects in the kinetic
behavior since FeB species without any beneficial effects are formed. It was found
that an appreciable amount of Fe came mostly from the grinding medium [66].
Despite the described disadvantages, the milling process is quite effective and
efficient at the time to prepare and tailor hydride compounds and systems and
additionally it is possible to scale-up for practical applications. Reducing the grain
and particle sizes, creating more boundary surfaces and defects are the most rele-
vant effects of the milling process. These effects mainly improve the diffusion
processes for the hydride formation and decomposition by shortening the diffusion
pathways and generating channels for more efficient hydrogen transport.

4.2 Doping with transition metal and transition metal compounds

Since the beginning of the investigations on hydride compounds, it was discov-
ered that the addition of transition metal and metal compounds were able to

Figure 9.
SEM photos for (A) Mg starting material and (B) Mg + 10 wt.%Fe after 150 h of milling under 0.5 bar H2 in
a magneto Uni-ball device.
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improve their kinetic characteristics. The addition of amounts from 1 to 10 wt.% of
these transition metals and compounds was performed by milling procedures in
most of the cases. Therefore, the “doping strategy” also involves the milling process
to reach a high degree of intermixture and microstructural refinement. The doping
strategy results in reductions of the hydrogenation and/or dehydrogenation activa-
tion energies, changes in the reaction paths and consequently different rate-limiting
steps. Figure 10 shows the concept of doping via mechanical milling. As an exam-
ple, the activation energy for the dehydrogenation process for a bulk hydride MHx
(M = metal) is reduced after adding a transition metal and transition metal com-
pound by milling process, Ea1 > Ea2.

In the case of room temperature hydrides, the presence of transition metals like
Pd and Ni notably improves their activation behavior and kinetic properties. This
fact was attributed to the active sites of these transition metals, located on the metal
or alloy surface, which facilitated the hydrogen molecule dissociation and penetra-
tion across the oxides generated on the metal or alloy surface [67–69]. These
hydrides are commonly prepared by arc melting since, as mentioned in Section 4.2,
the milling process can cause hydrogen capacity losses.

In 1997, Bogdanović et al. [70] achieved reversible hydrogen uptake and release
from NaAlH4 under mild conditions by doping with Ti-based catalyst (TiCl3).
However, the catalytic mechanism of the Ti-based catalyst was not clear at those
times. In 2015, Züttel et al. [71] reported a work about the catalytic mechanism of
Ti-compound in the hydrogen uptake/release of alkali alanates. In this work, based
on an atomistic model, it was proposed that Ti works as a bridge to transfer H� and
M+ (M+---Ti---H�) from MAlH4 (M = Li, Na, K), reducing their charge separation
and thus lowering the activation energies for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation
processes.

Among the most interesting hydrides, MgH2 is very attractive because of its low
cost and high gravimetric hydrogen capacity (7.6 wt.%). However, its high ther-
modynamic stability (74 kJ/mol H2) required high operative temperature over
300°C [25]. Pure MgH2 has sluggish kinetic behavior. Upon hydrogenation, the
rate-limiting step is three-dimensional diffusion controlled contracting volume.
This fact is attributed to the low diffusion coefficient of MgH2 covering fresh Mg;
the diffusion coefficient of MgH2 was found to be three orders of magnitude lower
that the one for Mg). Upon dehydrogenation, the rate-limiting step for pristine

Figure 10.
Concept of doping via mechanical milling. TM = transition metal. MHy = hydride, M = metal, ΔH = enthalpy,
Ea = activation energy.
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MgH2 turned to be surface controlled and related to the recombination of the
hydrogen molecule [72, 73]. Several transition metals and transition metal com-
pounds exhibited excellent catalytic effect on de-/hydrogenation of MgH2. The
main effect of these additives was related to the dehydrogenation mechanism, since
they ease the recombination of the hydrogen molecule [74, 75]. One of the most
effective additives was Nb2O5, leading to 7 wt.% H2 capacity in about 60 s and fast
dehydrogenation in about 130 s. Moreover, the presence of Nb2O5 reduced the
dehydrogenation temperature down to 250°C [76]. Nb2O5 had a “pathway effect”
mainly on the hydrogenation of MgH2. Upon milling and subsequent hydrogen
cycling, the formation of Mg-Nb oxides created diffusion pathways by the forma-
tion of metastable niobium hydrides, hence avoiding the large diffusion constraints.
The effect and mechanism of Nb2O5 on MgH2 is similar but slower when MgH2 is
physically doped with Nb2O5 [77, 78].

LiBH4 also caught the attention due to the extremely high gravimetric capacity
of 18.3 wt.% H2, though just 13.8 wt.% H2 is available because LiH and B are formed
upon desorption. However, LiBH4 is quite stable and needs harsh temperature and
pressure conditions for de-/re-hydrogenation [79]. Several dopants such as metal
oxides and metal halides were tried for improving the kinetic behavior of LiBH4.
However, LiBH4 reacts with the dopants because this complex hydride is a strong
reduction agent. The interactions between LiBH4 and dopants also lead to gas
byproducts such as B2H6. In this regard, complex hydrides such as borohydrides
and amides are combined with binary hydrides to form “thermodynamically
destabilized systems” and then the kinetic behavior of these hydride systems is
tailored by doping [30, 31]. In almost all the cases, the added dopants interact with
the hydride system itself by forming other species in situ, and this strategy will be
addressed in the next section.

4.3 In situ catalyst formation

This strategy is applied to binary hydrides, to complex hydrides and mainly to
destabilized hydride systems. In this section, the in situ formation of species with
catalytic activity for destabilized hydride system is described. These hydride sys-
tems present proper thermodynamic parameters as for example 2LiBH4 + MgH2 and
Mg(NH2)2 + 2LiH, as shown in Table 2, because of the exothermic formation of
reversible species during the endothermic dehydrogenation. Nonetheless, these
hydride systems still present kinetic constraints to reach the operative conditions
predicted by the thermodynamic. One of the main strategies to overcome this
problem is the addition of dopants. In almost all the cases, these dopants interact
with the hydride system by forming in situ species with catalytic activity.

One of the most representative examples of this approach is the addition of
transition metal compounds to the 2LiBH4 + MgH2 hydride system. Under dynamic
conditions, this borohydride system uptake hydrogen in one step, but releases
hydrogen in two steps as described in reactions (17)–(19), respectively [80].

2LiH sð Þ þMgB2 sð Þ þ 4H2 gð Þ ! 2LiBH4 lð Þ þMgH2 sð Þ (17)

2LiBH4 lð Þ þMgH2 sð Þ ! 2LiBH4 lð Þ þMg sð Þ þH2 gð Þ (18)

2LiBH4 lð Þ þMg sð Þ ! 2LiH sð Þ þMgB2 sð Þ þ 3H2 gð Þ (19)

For the hydrogenation process, temperature and pressures of about 350°C and
50 bar are required. These conditions for the formation of LiBH4 are notably milder
than that needed for the re-hydrogenation of LiBH4 from LiH and B [79]. For the
dehydrogenation process, temperatures above 350°C and hydrogen overpressures
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higher than 3 bar of hydrogen overpressure are required. These conditions are
harsher than those predicted by the thermodynamics (Table 2). The hydrogen
overpressure upon dehydrogenation assures the reversibility of the hydride system
since MgB2 is only formed under backpressure conditions. As seen in the reactions,
LiBH4 is in liquid state because this complex hydride undergoes from solid to liquid
state at about 270°C [81]. Furthermore, mainly upon dehydrogenation the kinetic
behavior is sluggish, particularly the second step described by reaction (19), taking
more than 10 h for the full hydrogen release. Therefore, one of the most effective
strategies was the addition of transition metal compounds [82]. Through this strat-
egy, transition metal halides TiCl3, TiF4, NbF5 among others, notably improved the
dehydrogenation kinetic behavior of 2LiBH4 + MgH2 hydride system. In this case,
the transition metal halide additive interacts with LiBH4 during the preparation
stage during milling and subsequent heating to reach the operative temperature for
hydrogen interactions. This interaction results in the formation of stable and nano-
structure boride species such as TiB2 and NbB2 with similar hexagonal crystal
structure as MgB2. The in situ formed nanostructured transition metal boride spe-
cies act as centers for the nucleation and growth of MgB2, hence, accelerating the
second step of the dehydrogenation, reaction (19).

Other example with the same 2LiBH4 + MgH2 hydride system is the addition of
TiO2, leading to the in situ formation of core-shell LixTiO2 nanoparticles. The
mechanism of these core-shell nanoparticles is different from the one described for
transition metal boride species. The core and shell of the nanoparticles are com-
posed of Li0.59TiO2 and Li0.59TiO2, respectively. Upon hydrogenation and dehydro-
genation, the in situ formed core-shell nanoparticles works as reversible Li+ pumps,
promoting the early decomposition of LiBH4 and providing Li+ for its re-
hydrogenation. Furthermore, the core-shell LixTiO2 also improve the dehydrogena-
tion of MgH2, reaction (18). The addition of 1 wt.% of TiO2 to 2LiBH4 + MgH2

hydride system leads to hydrogen capacities of about 10 wt.% H2, markedly shorter
uptake (25 min) and release hydrogen times (50 min) and reduced activations
energies at 400°C. The rate-limiting step for the hydrogenation process of the
2LiBH4 + MgH2 doped with TiO2 was one-dimensional interface-controlled mecha-
nism (JMA, n = 1), while for the pristine material it was generally a diffusion
controlled process [82]. As a novel approach, Puszkiel et al. interpreted the two
steps dehydrogenation process by the combination of the JMA model with n = 1 for
the fast MgH2 decomposing, reaction (18), and the modified autocatalytic Prout-
Tompkins model for the decomposition of LiBH4/formation of MgB2. Therefore,
this autocatalytic process accelerated with the further formation of MgB2. The
nanostructured core-shell LixTiO2 particles prompt the fast formation of MgB2

seeds by acting as Li+ sink/source for the early decomposition of LiBH4 and the
subsequent formation of LiH, respectively.

Mg(NH2)2 + 2LiH was also investigated as a potential hydrogen storage material
due to its hydrogen capacity of about 5 wt.% and operative temperature roughly
220°C [83]. This hydride system uptake/release hydrogen in two steps according to
reactions (20) and (21):

2 Mg NH2ð Þ2 sð Þ þ 3LiH sð Þ ! Li2Mg2NH3 sð Þ þ LiNH2 sð Þ þ 3H2 gð Þ (20)

Li2Mg2NH3 sð Þ þ LiNH2 sð Þ þ LiH sð Þ ! 2Li2Mg NH2ð Þ2 sð Þ þH2 gð Þ (21)

Several additives such as halides and hydrides were used to try to improve the
kinetic behavior of this system [84–89]. However, it was found that the addition of
just 0.1 mol of LiBH4 improves not only the kinetic behavior, but also reduces the
reaction enthalpy from 38.9 to 36.5 kJ/mol H2 [31, 90]. Moreover, the 6 Mg
(NH2)2 + 9LiH + LiBH4 molar composition is the optimum one for the kinetic-
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destabilization effect. In situ formed complex amide-borohydrides like Li4(BH4)
(NH2)3 and Li2(BH4)(NH2) are responsible for improving the kinetic behavior of
the hydride system, according to reaction (22) [91]:

6 Mg NH2ð Þ2 þ 9LiHþ LiBH4 ⇆ 3Li2Mg2 NHð Þ3 þ Li4 BH4ð Þ NH2ð Þ3 þ 9H2 (22)

Further improvement for the 6 Mg(NH2)2 + 9LiH + LiBH4 was achieved by co-
adding YCl3 and Li3N. The in situ formation of nanostructured YH3 and YBx upon
milling and hydrogen interaction leads to faster kinetic behavior with reduced
activation energy and capacities of about 4 wt.% at 90°C. On one hand, in situ
formed Li4(NH2)3(BH4) enhances the Li

+ transport, providing a source for the fast
formation of the reacting species. On the other hand, nanostructured YBx species
contribute to the dissociation of H2 [92].

Figure 11 depicts the concepts of the in situ catalyst formation applied to
“destabilized hydride system.” The complex hydride ABHy (A = metal, B = non-
metal) or metal can react with a binary hydride, MHx (M =metal; different from A)
to lower the thermodynamic stability by the exothermal formation of MB, thus
ΔH1 > ΔH2. The in situ formation of catalytic species lowers the activation energy,
i.e., Ea1 > Ea2, but does not alter the thermodynamic stability of the system.

4.4 Nanoconfinement

This strategy consists in confining the dimensions of hydride particles to sizes
lower than 25 nm by introducing them into a nanoporous matrix. For a simple
hydride formation/decomposition reaction (23), the contribution of the excess sur-
face area given by the nanosize of the metal (M(s)) and metal hydride (MH2(s))
must be taken into account as part of the reaction enthalpy as described in reaction
(24), where Vm is the molar volume, r particle radius and E(γ, r, Eads) is the
surface energy term which depends on the surface free energies (γ) of the metal
hydride and the metal particle, on the molar volumes of the two solid reaction
partners, and on an additional energy term Eads, which takes into account that
binding of H2 at the surface of both the metal and the hydride reduce the respective
surface energy by minimizing the excess of surface energy (γ) arising from not
bound surface atoms. Therefore, the classical van’t Hoff equation (Section 2.2,
Eq. (4)) is corrected by the effects of nanoconfinement by replacing ΔH for ΔH’,
which takes into account the surface effects owing to the nanometric condition of
the particles as shown in Eq. (25) [93].

Figure 11.
Concept of in situ catalyst formation applied to destabilized hydride system. Complex hydride = ABHy
(A = metal, B = non-metal or metal); binary hydride, MHx (M = metal; different from A; TM = transition
metal). ΔH = enthalpy, Ea = activation energy.
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M sð Þ þH2 gð Þ ⇆MH2 sð Þ (23)

ΔH0 ¼ ΔH þ 3Vm E γ; r;Eadsð Þ=rð �½ (24)

lnPeq ¼ ΔH0

RT

� �
� ΔS

R

� �
, (25)

Nanoconfinement was basically proposed as a promising strategy to make
hydride compounds reversible under mild conditions, as for example LiBH4,
NaAlH4, and MgH2, and to further destabilized hydrogen systems such as
2LiBH4 + MgH2. However, in most of the cases, the main effect was observed on the
kinetic behavior of the hydride compounds and systems. The nanometric range of
the particles provide extremely large grain boundaries and notable shorter diffusion
paths as well as optimized contacting for the materials, hence these properties
account for improvements in terms of kinetic behavior and cycling stability. Carbon
frames such as scaffolds, nanotubes, and aerogels are used for confining hydrides
due to its light weight and inter condition. Despite the fact that this strategy usually
leads to improved kinetic behavior without actually changing the thermodynamics
of the hydride compound and system, the main constraint lay on the reduced
capacity because of the introduction of the hydride into the nanoporous frame.
Furthermore, it is hard to figure out in a possible scale-up for practical application
[94–96].

5. Conclusions

Hydrogen can be considered as future energy carrier because of its large gravi-
metric energy density, abundance as combined with oxygen in water and its envi-
ronmentally friendly condition at the time to release its energy. However, its low
volumetric energy density owing to its gas conditions demands an efficient and a
safe method to store hydrogen. One of the most attractive methods consists in
storing hydrogen in solid state by forming a hydride compound. Much effort has
been put in designing hydride forming materials and hydrogen storage systems
based on hydride forming materials. One of the main constraints for the design of
commercial solid-state hydrogen storage systems is the lack of a hydride forming
material able to have proper thermodynamic stability as well as kinetic behavior.
There are already materials with suitable experimental thermodynamic properties
which would allow to reversibly uptake and release hydrogen at low temperature of
about 90°C and under low pressures. Nonetheless, these conditions predicted by the
thermodynamics of the system cannot be reached because of kinetic constraints.
Therefore, strategies to tailor the kinetic behavior of hydride compounds and sys-
tem of technical interest have been intensively developed. In this chapter, all the
basics concepts about the chemical reaction, thermodynamics and kinetics for the
right understanding of the solid-state hydrogen storage as hydride compounds or
systems were explained. Then, the main strategies to tune the kinetic behavior of
hydride compounds or systems were described. Among the most interesting strate-
gies, milling process, transition metal, and transition metal compound doping,
in situ catalyst formation and nanoconfinement were developed. Despite the fact
that several hydrogen storage materials were notably improves by applying the
exposed strategies, none of the materials nowadays fulfills the requirements for an
efficient, a safe, and a cost effective practical application; hence, there is the need
for further research in this field by applying the traditional design strategies and/or
by developing new ones.
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